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TITLE OF THE INVENTION

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR CONTROLLING POWER OF MONITOR

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims the benefit of Korean Application No. 2002-67059, filed

October 31, 2002 and Application No. 2002-68086, filed November 5, 2002, in the Korean

Intellectual Property Office, the disclosure of which is incorporated herein by reference.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0002] The present invention relates to an apparatus and method for controlling the power of

a personal computer (PC) system, and, more particularly, to an apparatus and method for

controlling the power of a monitor, the monitor being automatically powered on and off

according to the state of power of a PC, without the need to separately and manually power the

monitor on and off.

2. Description of the Related Art

[0003] In order to reduce the power consumed in a PC monitor, the power supplied to the

monitor should be controlled as disclosed in U. S. Patent No. 5,880,719.

[0004] FIG. 1 shows a typical configuration of a PC system. As shown in FIG. 1, a PC

system is typically comprised of a PC 100, a monitor 101, and a serial cable for data

communications between the PC 100 and the monitor 101.

[0005] In order to operate the PC system, a power switch 100-1 for the PC 100 and a power

switch 101-1 for the monitor 101 are switched on, respectively. When the PC 100 is powered

on, a video card (not shown) within the PC 100 operates to output video signals. The output

video signals are transmitted to the monitor 101 through the serial cable. After using the PC

system, the power switches 100-1 and 101-1 are switched off to turn the PC 100 and the

monitor 101 off, respectively.
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[0006] As described above, it is inconvenient for a user to use the typical PC system since

the PC 100 and the monitor 101 must be respectively powered on to operate the PC system,

and respectively powered off after using the PC system. Further, in a case where the user

forgets to power off the monitor 101 while powering off the PC 100, a problem occurs in that a

significant amount of power is consumed by the monitor 101 , which is continuously powered on.

[0007] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a conventional apparatus for controlling the power of a

monitor in a PC system. The PC system shown in FIG. 2 includes a PC 200, a monitor 201

,

and a serial cable for allowing data communication between the PC 200 and the monitor 201

.

The monitor 201 includes a power supply 201-1 for supplying power to other blocks within the

monitor 201 , a control unit 201-2 for sensing signals from the serial cable and generating a

power switching control signal to control the power supplied to the other blocks within the

monitor 201 , and first, second, and third switches 201-3, 201-4, and 201-5 for switching the

power supplied from the power supply 201-1 among the other blocks within the monitor 201

under the control of the control unit 201-2.

[0008] Signals output from the PC 200, i.e., VGA signals, are transmitted to the monitor 201

through the serial cable. The control unit 201-2 receives the signals output from the PC 200,

and outputs a power switching control signal to control the power supplied to the other blocks

within the monitor 201 according to the state of power of the PC 200. However, in order to

monitor the state of the PC 200, a certain amount of power should be continuously supplied to

the control unit 201-2. That is, even in a DPMS (Display Power Management System) mode,

i.e., a power saving mode of the PC 200, a certain amount of power for driving at least the

control unit 201-2 should be supplied to the monitor 201. Accordingly, unless the plug of the

monitor 201 is pulled out, the monitor 201 is continuously powered on, and thus, power is

continuously consumed.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0009] The present invention provides an apparatus and method for controlling the power of

a monitor where the monitor can be automatically powered on and off according to the state of

power of a PC without the need to separately and manually powering the monitor on and off.

[0010] Further, the present invention provides an apparatus and method for controlling the

power of a monitor where the monitor can be powered on and off in response to a
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predetermined signal output from a PC according to the state of power of the PC so that the

power consumed by the monitor can be minimized.

[0011] Additional aspects and/or advantages of the invention will be set forth in part in the

description which follows and, in part, will be obvious from the description, or may be learned by

practice of the invention.

[0012] According to an aspect of the present invention, there is provided an apparatus for

controlling the power of a monitor, which includes a computer outputting a predetermined signal

indicating whether the computer is powered on or off and a monitor receiving the predetermined

signal and is powered on and off according to the predetermined signal.

[0013] The predetermined signal output from the computer may be a signal output from a

predetermined pin of a video card that processes and transmits video signals to the monitor. In

this respect, the predetermined signal is transmitted to the monitor whether the monitor is

powered on or off, so that monitor information is readable.

[0014] The monitor may include a memory storing the monitor information; a control unit

comparing a reference level with a level of the predetermined signal, detecting a state of power

of the computer based on a result of the comparison, and outputting a monitor power control

signal; and a power supply unit supplying or cutting off power to the monitor in accordance with

the monitor power control signal output from the control unit.

[0015] The control unit outputs a first control signal to supply power to the monitor in

response to the level of the predetermined signal being higher than the reference level, and the

control unit outputs a second control signal to cut off power supplied to the monitor in response

to the level of the predetermined signal being lower than the reference level.

[0016] According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided a method of

controlling the power of a monitor, which includes receiving a predetermined signal from a

computer indicating whether the computer is powered on or off, and powering the monitor on

and off according to the predetermined signal.

[0017] The predetermined signal output from the computer may be transmitted to the monitor

whether the monitor is powered on or off, so that monitor information can be read.
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[001 8] Powering on and off of the monitor may further include detecting a level of the

received predetermined signal; supplying power to the monitor in response to the level of the

predetermined signal being higher than a reference level; and cutting off power supplied to the

monitor in response to the level of the predetermined signal being lower than the reference

level.

[0019] According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided an apparatus

for controlling power of a monitor, which includes a computer outputting a predetermined signal,

in addition to data signals, indicating whether the computer is powered on or off and a monitor

receiving the predetermined signal and the data signals, and powered on and off according to

the predetermined signal.

[0020] The predetermined signal output from the computer may be output from a

predetermined pin that is not used in a transmission line for data communication between the

computer and the monitor, and the powering on and off of the monitor are controlled by the

predetermined signal.

[0021] The monitor may be powered off when the predetermined signal is not received from

the computer due to the computer being in a DPMS (Display Power Management System)

mode or in a power off mode.

[0022] The monitor may be powered on in response to the monitor receiving the

predetermined signal transmitted from the computer after the monitor has been powered off.

[0023] According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided a method of

operating a monitor that displays signals transmitted from a computer, including receiving a

predetermined signal transmitted to the monitor from the computer indicating whether the

computer is powered on or off, and powering the monitor on and off according to the

predetermined signal.

[0024] The predetermined signal output from the computer may be output from a

predetermined pin that is not used in a transmission line for data communication between the

computer and the monitor, and the powering on and off of the monitor are controlled by the

predetermined signal.
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[0025] The monitor may be powered off when the predetermined signal is not received from

the computer due to the computer being in a DPMS (Display Power Management System)

mode or in a power off mode.

[0026] The monitor may be powered on in response to the monitor receiving the

predetermined signal transmitted from the computer after the monitor has been powered off.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0027] These and/or other aspects and advantages of the invention will become apparent

and more readily appreciated from the following description of the preferred embodiments,

taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings of which:

FIG. 1 shows a typical configuration of a PC system;

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a PC system, including a monitor, adopting a conventional

monitor power control apparatus;

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a PC system, including a monitor, adopting a monitor power

control apparatus according to an embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 4 is a flowchart of a method of controlling the power of a monitor according to an

embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 5 is a block diagram of a PC system, including a monitor, adopting a monitor power

control apparatus according to another embodiment of the present invention; and

FIG. 6 is a flowchart of a method of controlling the power of a monitor according to

another embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0028] Reference will now be made in detail to the present preferred embodiments of the

present invention, examples of which are illustrated in the accompanying drawings, wherein like

reference numerals refer to the like elements throughout. The embodiments are described

below in order to explain the present invention by referring to the figures.

[0029] FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a PC system, including a monitor, adopting a monitor

power control apparatus according to an embodiment of the present invention. The PC system

is comprised of a PC 300, including a power switch 300-1 and a video card 300-2 outputting

video signals, and a monitor 301, including a memory 301-1, a control unit 301-2, and a power
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supply 301-3. In addition, a serial cable is used for data communication between the PC 300

and the monitor 301

.

[0030] A monitor power control apparatus according to an embodiment of the present

invention will be described in detail with reference to FIG. 3.

[0031] The PC 300, in which WINDOWS 95® or WINDOWS 98® is embedded in this

embodiment, although the present invention is applicable to any number of operating systems,

has a PnP (Plug and Play) function. PnP connotes an instant start. When a hardware device is

connected to an I/O (input/output) port of the PC, the hardware device can be instantly used

without a separate configuration or installation operations. Since the monitor 301 is a kind of

peripheral device connected to an I/O port of the PC 300, the monitor 301 can be immediately

used, without any separate configurations to be made, due to the PnP function.

[0032] A predetermined pin of the video card 300-2 included in the PC 300 is used to

connect the monitor 301 to an I/O port of the PC 300. When the PC 300 is powered on, a

predetermined signal is output from the predetermined pin, e.g., the 9
th

pin, of the video card

300-2 and transmitted to the monitor 301 via the serial cable. Here, the predetermined signal

output from the 9
th

pin of the video card 300-2 can be transmitted to the monitor 301 even when

the monitor 301 is in a power off state. The memory 301-1 of the monitor 301 stores monitor

information concerning such things as the manufacturer of the monitor, the resolution of the

monitor, etc. The predetermined signal output from the 9
th

pin of the video card 300-2 drives the

memory 301-1 so that the monitor information stored in the memory 301-1 can be read. As

described above, due to the PnP function, the PC 300 can read the monitor information even

when the monitor 301 is in a power off state.

[0033] The predetermined signal output from the 9
th

pin of the video card 300-2 is used to

power the monitor 301 on or off by indicating the power status of the PC 300. The

predetermined signal output from the 9
th

pin of the video card 300-2 is transmitted to the monitor

301 when the PC is powered on. At the same time, video signals are output from the other pins

of the video card 300-2 to display the monitor information via the monitor 301
.

If the PC 300 is

powered on, the level of the predetermined signal output from the 9
th

pin of the video card 300-2

is 5V, and if the PC 300 is powered off, the level of the predetermined signal is 0V, since no

signal is output from the video card 300-2.
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[0034] The control unit 301-2 senses the level of the predetermined signal output from the 9
th

pin of the video card 300-2 and controls the power supply 301-3 to supply, or to stop supplying,

power to the monitor 301 . If the level of the predetermined signal output from the 9
th

pin of the

video card 300-2 is 5V, the control unit 301-2 determines that the PC 300 is powered on, and

controls the power supply 301-3 to supply power. Then, the power is supplied from the power

supply 301-3 to each block of the monitor 301 . However, if the level of the predetermined signal

output from the 9
th

pin of the video card 300-2 is 0V, the control unit 301-2 determines that the

PC 300 is powered off, and controls the power supply 301-3 to stop supplying power. Then, the

power supply 301-3 stops supplying power to each block of the monitor 301

.

[0035] FIG. 4 is a flowchart of a method of controlling the power of a monitor according to an

embodiment of the present invention. The method includes switching on the power of the PC

300 to drive the PC 300 (400), transmitting signals output from the video card 300-2 of the PC

300 to the monitor 301 through a serial cable (401), the monitor 301 detecting the level of a

signal output from the 9
th

pin of the video card 300-2 among the signals output from the video

card 300-2 (402), determining whether the level of the signal output from the 9
th
pin of the video

card 300-2 is 5V or 0V (403), if the level of the signal output from the 9
th

pin of the video card

300-2 is 5V, the monitor 301 determining that the PC 300 is powered on and switching on the

power of the monitor 301 (404), and if the level of the signal output from the 9
th

pin of the video

card 300-2 is 0V, the monitor 301 determining that the PC 300 is powered off and switching off

the power of the monitor 301 (405).

[0036] The method of controlling the power of a monitor according to an embodiment of the

present invention will be described in more detail with reference to FIGS. 3 and 4.

[0037] In this embodiment, it is assumed that the monitor 301 is initially powered off. In order

to drive the PC 300, a user powers on the PC 300 by switching on the power switch 300-1

(400).

[0038] When the PC 300 is powered on by switching on the power switch 300-1
,
the video

card 300-2 processes video signals and transmits them to the monitor 301 through the serial

cable (401). Since the monitor 301 is powered off at this moment, the monitor 301 does not

operate even when the video signals output from the video card 300-2 are transmitted to the

monitor 301 . However, the power of the monitor 301 can be turned on or off with a

predetermined signal output from the 9
th

pin of the video card 300-2. The memory 301-1 of the
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monitor 301 stores monitor information concerning such things as the manufacturer of the

monitor, resolution of the monitor, etc. The predetermined signal output from the 9
th

pin of the

video card 300-2 drives the memory 301-1 of the monitor that is currently powered off so that

the memory information stored in the memory 301-1 can be read. Accordingly, it is possible to

detect the power state of the PC 300 using the level of the predetermined signal output from the

9
th

pin of the video card 300-2, and thus to control the power of the monitor 301 according to the

power state of the PC 300.

[0039] The control unit 301-2 of the monitor 301 detects the level of the predetermined signal

output from the 9
th

pin of the video card 300-2 of the PC 300 (402).

[0040] If the level of the predetermined signal output from the 9
th

pin of the video card 300-2

of the PC 300 is 5V, the control unit 301-2 of the monitor 301 determines that the PC 300 is

powered on and drives the power supply 301-3 (403 and 404). When the power supply 301-3 is

driven, the monitor 301 is powered on.

[0041] However, if the level of the predetermined signal output from the 9
th

pin of the video

card 300-2 of the PC 300 is 0V, the control unit 301-2 of the monitor 301 determines that the PC

300 is powered off and stops driving the power supply 301-3 (405). When the power supply

301-3 stops operating, the monitor 301 is powered off.

[0042] FIG. 5 is a block diagram of a PC system, including a monitor, adopting a monitor

power control apparatus according to another embodiment of the present invention. As shown

in FIG. 5, the PC system is comprised of a PC 500, a monitor 501 , and a serial cable. In this

embodiment, the monitor 501 includes a power supply 501-1, a control unit 501-2, and first,

second, and third switches 501-3, 501-4, and 501-5.

[0043] When a user powers on the PC 500 and the monitor 501 to use the PC system, the

PC 500 transmits VGA signals to the monitor 501 through the serial cable to display the VGA

signals via the monitor 501.

[0044] In this embodiment, as in the above embodiment, the serial cable is for transmitting

the VGA signals produced by the PC 500 to the monitor 501 . Conventionally, only the VGA

signals have been transmitted from the PC 500 to the monitor 501 through the serial cable.

However, in this embodiment, not only the VGA signals are transmitted, a power signal to drive

the control unit 501-2 of the monitor 501 is also transmitted through the serial cable. The power
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signal to drive the control unit 501-2 of the monitor 501 corresponds to the predetermined signal

described above with reference to FIGS. 3 and 4. The serial cable includes a number of pins for

transmitting the VGA signals, and additional pins that are not used in transmitting the VGA

signals. The power signal to drive, or stop driving, the control unit 501-2 of the monitor 501 is

transmitted to the control unit 501-2 through any one of the unused additional pins of the serial

cable.

[0045] When the power of the PC 500 is in a normal mode, the VGA signals and the power

signal to drive the control unit 501-2 of the monitor 501 are transmitted to the monitor 501

through the serial cable. The control unit 501-2 receives the VGA signals and controls the

monitor 501 to display the VGA signals. The control unit 501-2 keeps operating insofar as the

power signal is received. Under the control of the control unit 501-2, the power supply 501-1

supplies power to each block of the monitor 501 . In response to the received power signal, the

control unit 501-2 outputs a power switching control signal to control the supply of power to

each block. The first, second, and third switches 501-3, 501-4, and 501-5 respond to the power

switching control signal so that the power can be supplied from the power supply 501-1 to each

block.

[0046] When the power of the PC 500 is in an abnormal mode, i.e., a DPMS mode or a

power off mode, the VGA signals and the power signal to drive the control unit 501-2 of the

monitor 501 are not transmitted from the PC 500 to the monitor 501 through the serial cable.

Basically, in the DPMS mode, the control unit 501-2 must output the power switching control

signal to the first through third switches 501-3, 501-4, and 501-5 to stop the supply of power

from the power supply 501-1 . However, since the PC 500 does not transmit the VGA signals

and the power signal to drive the control unit 501-2, the power supplied to the control unit 501-2

is cut off. Accordingly, the monitor 501 consumes minimal power, i.e., the power consumed by

an adapter (not shown). When the PC is in the power off mode, the power supplied to the

control unit 501-2 is cut off since the PC 500 does not transmit the VGA signals and the power

signal to drive the control unit 501-2. Accordingly, the monitor 501 consumes minimal power,

i.e., the power consumed by an adapter (not shown). Thereafter, when the power of the PC 500

returns to the normal mode, the VGA signals and the power signal to drive the control unit 501-2

of the monitor 501 are again transmitted to the monitor and, accordingly, the monitor 501 is

normally driven.
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[0047] Now, a method of controlling the power of a monitor according to this other

embodiment of the present invention will be described with reference to FIG. 6 together with

FIG. 5.

[0048] In order to drive the PC system, a user powers on the PC 500 and the monitor 501

(600).

[0049] When the PC 500 and the monitor 501 are powered on, the PC 500 transmits the

VGA signals to be displayed to the monitor 501 , and the power signal to drive the control unit

501-2 of the monitor 501 (601).

[0050] When the power signal to drive the control unit 501-2 is received, the monitor 501

detects that the power of the PC 500 is in a normal mode and displays the VGA signals (602).

[0051] The control unit 501-2 determines whether the PC 500 is in a DPMS mode. If the PC

is in the DPMS mode, the monitor 501 is powered off (603 and 605). Basically, in the DPMS

mode, the control unit 501-2 outputs the power switching control signal to the first through third

switches 501-3, 501-4, and 501-5 to stop the supply of power from the power supply 501-1.

However, since the PC 500 does not transmit the VGA signals and the power signal to drive the

control unit 501-2, the power supplied to the control unit 501-2 is cut off. Accordingly, the

monitor 501 consumes minimal power, i.e., the power consumed by an adapter (not shown).

[0052] If the PC is not in the DPMS mode, the control unit 501-2 determines whether the PC

500 is in a power off mode. If the PC is in the power off mode, the monitor 501 is powered off

(604 and 605). When the PC is in the power off mode, the power supplied to the control unit

501-2 is cut off since the PC 500 does not transmit the VGA signals and the power signal to

drive the control unit 501-2. Accordingly, the monitor 501 consumes minimal power, i.e., the

power consumed by an adapter (not shown).

[0053] Thereafter, it is determined whether the PC 500 is released from the DPMS mode or

powered on again. If the PC 500 is released from the DPMS mode, or powered on again, the

monitor 501 is again powered on and displays the VGA signals (606 and 607). When the power

of the PC 500 returns to the normal mode, the VGA signals and the power signal to drive the

control unit 501-2 of the monitor 501 are again transmitted to the monitor, and accordingly, the

monitor 501 is normally driven.
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[0054] As described above, according to the present invention, since a monitor can be

powered on and off by switching only the power of a PC on and off, a PC system can be more

conveniently used, without needing to separately and manually power the monitor on and off.

Further, even when a user forgets to turn the power of the monitor off while turning the power of

the PC off, unnecessary power consumption can be avoided since the power of the monitor

automatically switches off. Furthermore, the power switch of the monitor can be eliminated

since the monitor can be powered on and off by switching only the power of the PC on and off.

[0055] Although a few embodiments of the present invention have been shown and

described, it would be appreciated by those skilled in the art that changes may be made in this

embodiment without departing from the principles and spirit of the invention, the scope of which

is defined in the claims and their equivalents.
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